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Optionality in Conceptual Models: A Complete
Approach
1 Introduction
There are a number of articles in the MIS literature arguing against the use of optional
attributes in conceptual modeling, because optional attributes obscure relationships among
the entities being modeled (e.g., Bodart et al. 2001; Gemino and Wand 2005; Bowen et al.
2006). We agree with the theoretical reasons already presented for eschewing optional
attributes, but we find the empirical case backing up the theoretical argument to be inad-
equate. Our present aim is to contribute to a more complete empirical examination of the
difference between optional and mandatory attributes in conceptual modeling than has been
given to date. Whereas our predecessors only empirically examined very specific examples
of optionality in conceptual models, our current project identifies all possible examples of
optionality, which is necessary for a systematic empirical test of the effects of optionality.
The range of variations needing to be tested is quite large, so testing all examples is beyond
the scope of the current project; but we give a method of testing each case, so that the task
we have begun can easily be continued.
There is a general lesson here for research on applying ontological principles to concep-
tual modeling: as an ontological principle will tend to be quite general, there will be a large
number of ways the principle might be instantiated; since empirical tests require an instan-
tiation (i.e., a specific model, or set of models), we must be careful to avoid arbitrariness in
our choice of instantiation. To avoid such arbitrariness in the case of testing the principle
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Figure 1: Law: Psychiatrists only treat patients who have a mental health condition
avoid optional attributes, we produce an exhaustive list of possible instantiations (possible
lawful relations among elements of a model) from which to choose. Others whose research
concerns lawful relations will find our lists of use, even if they are not specifically concerned
with optionality.
2 The Case against Optional Attributes
Most generally, the problem with using optional attributes in conceptual modeling is a loss
of semantic information. This is easiest to see by means of an example. In Figure 1, we
see two conceptual models for the same situation. The situation includes two classes of
entities (doctors, and patients), two properties of those entities (being a psychiatrist, and
having a mental health condition), and one relation (treatment). In both conceptual models,
we see that doctors treat patients; that some but not all patients have a mental health
condition; that some but not all doctors are psychiatrists; that no doctors have a mental
health condition; and that no patients are psychiatrists. But since both of the properties
in the situation to be modeled apply to only some of the members of the relevant class, we
have a choice between modeling them using subtyping, or using optional attributes. Figure
1a uses subtyping, and Figure 1b uses optional attributes.
Now we can see the difference between the two methods. In Figure 1a, we see that
all psychiatrists treat patients with a mental health condition, but not all patients with a
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mental health condition are treated by psychiatrists. This is because the treatment relation
is mandatory in both directions between the members of the class of psychiatrists (a subclass
of the class of doctors) and the members of a subclass of the class of patients with a
mental health condition. On the other hand, in Figure 1b, we have no information about
the relationship between psychiatrists and patients with a mental health condition. It is
consistent with the model of Figure 1a for all, some, or no psychiatrists to treat patients
with a mental health condition; and it is also consistent with the model for all, some, or
no patients with a mental health condition to be treated by psychiatrists. Thus, there is a
loss of information when we switch from a model with subtyping to a model with optional
attributes.
There is, of course, a cost to the additional information in the diagram with subtyping:
it is more complex, and therefore harder to understand (cf. Gemino and Wand 2005 and
Genero et al. 2008). The difference in complexity between the models in Figure 1 is rela-
tively small, but these models are also much smaller than those usually needed in practice.
The point stands that wherever one replaces optional attributes with subtyping to recover
information about the relationship between elements of a model, there is an increase in
complexity. However, while this might be a major concern for some kinds of models (e.g.,
implementation models), we agree with Bodart et al. (2001) that concerns of complexity
are not of primary importance in designing conceptual models. The aim of a conceptual
model is to represent as accurately as possible all relevant information about the situation
modeled.
Note, incidentally, that this sort of loss of information about lawful relationships among
elements of a domain only arises when there is more than one element that could be repre-
sented using optionality. Keeping to the example of Figure 1, if all patients had a mental
health condition, then the law psychiatrists only treat patients with a mental health condi-
tion would be represented as true in both versions of the model. In general, if there is only
one element of a modeling such that one has the choice between using optional attributes
or subtyping to represent it, then no loss of information about laws will result from using
optional attributes. However, if the choice arises for more than one element, loss of infor-
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mation will result even if only one of the elements is represented using optional attributes
(the rest being represented through subtyping).
This general objection to using optional attributes in conceptual models—on the grounds
that optionality obscures the relationships between elements of the model—is well-established
in the literature.1 What we aim to do is build the foundation for a more thorough and com-
plete empirical test of the drawbacks to optional attributes than has been provided. We
explain our approach to the empirical argument in the next section.
3 Empirical Testing
In order to empirically test a general ontological principle like avoid optional attributes,
one needs an instantiation of the principle. That is, if we want to test how well subjects
understand, or get information from, conceptual models with certain characteristics, we must
create specific models with and without those characteristics; it is those specific models that
are then directly tested. But any such instantiation will be somewhat arbitrary. That is,
if there are many ways we could instantiate the principle avoid optional attributes, but we
only test one or a handful of instantiations, we will have left many possible instantiations
untested. To date, no one has done a thorough, exhaustive empirical study of all the possible
instantiations of the general principle avoid optional attributes; this is a gap we mean to fill.
Since the primary theoretical problem with optional attributes is that they fail to rep-
resent laws connecting elements of the domain, we produced an exhaustive list of possible
lawful relationships that might hold between two elements. That is, we looked at all possible
laws of the form “X is necessary for Y,” or “X is necessary and sufficient for Y,” where X
and Y can be entity attributes, relations between entities, or relation attributes. It turns
out there are a large number of different cases. For example, if X and Y are both relations,
it makes a difference to the model whether one or both are recursive relations (relations
between members of a single class); if they are both non-recursive relations, it makes a
difference whether they are relations between members of the same two classes (i.e., if X
1But see also Allen and March 2006 and March and Allen 2009 for a defence of optionality.
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Figure 2: Law: X1 is necessary for X2
is a relation between members of class C1 and members of class C2, Y might be a relation
between C1 and C2, or between C1 and some other class C3). In all, we found 32 types of
laws of the form “X is necessary for Y,” and 21 types of laws of the form “X is necessary and
sufficient for Y.” (There are more variations in the necessary-but-not-sufficient case because
of the asymmetry in the relationship between X and Y. See the Appendix for our lists of
variations.)
For each type of law, we produce two pairs of conceptual models, where each pair contains
one model using optional attributes, and one using subtyping instead. We produce one pair
of schematic conceptual models, and one pair of concrete conceptual models. The schematic
models have component labels like “C1” (for a class), “X2” (for an entity attribute), “R1”
(for a relation), and “Y3” (for a relation attribute). The concrete models, on the other hand,
give specific interpretations to their components. All concrete models were based on the
health services domain: so we might have a class labelled “patient,” an attribute labelled
“female,” and a relation labelled “diagnoses”. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the four models for
one example.
(A point of clarification. In Figure 2b, “X1” names a property, but in Figure 2a, “X1”
names a class. This is because the class labelled “X1” in Figure 2a is the class of things
with the property named by “X1” in Figure 2b. Compare Figure 1, where “mental health
condition” could name either the property of having a mental health condition, or the class
of people who have a mental health condition. Likewise, C3 in Figure 2a is a class defined
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by its relationship to the class X2; its analogue in Figure 1a is the class of patients treated
by psychiatrists.)
We then test subjects’ comprehension of the diagrams in one of two ways. Some subjects
are prompted to write in a text box everything that is true in the model presented. Other
subjects are given a random set of sentences, and asked whether each is true or false in the
model presented, or whether there is not enough information to tell. We then grade each
subject’s response on two scales. First, we check whether the subject detected the truth of
the law of interest. (In the example of Figure 1, the law of interest is that psychiatrists only
treat patients who have a mental health condition. In Figure 2, the law of interest is that
X1 is necessary for X2.) This produces a grade of 0 or 1. Second, we check how completely
the subject understood the model presented. In the text-box condition, this means grading
the subject’s response against an answer key which exhausts the information available in the
diagram. In the multiple-choice condition, we check how many of the sentences presented
were correctly classified as true/false/not enough information. Either way, this produces a
percentage grade.
Our hypothesis is that subjects will show better overall comprehension of the models
with optional attributes (i.e., they will perform better on the task with a percentage grade),
because of the relative simplicity of those models; but we expect that they will be better able
to detect the truth of the law of interest on the models with subtyping (i.e., they will perform
better on the task with a grade of 0 or 1), because the law of interest is not represented as
true in the models with optional attributes. As we have said above, we think that concerns
about complexity are not of primary importance in conceptual modeling, but we expect our
results regarding overall comprehension should be of use both to future researchers and to
modeling practitioners, because we expect to find that some types of law will result in a
greater or lesser difference in overall comprehension: this is because some types of law result
in a greater or lesser increase in complexity than others when moving from a model with
optionality to one with subtyping.
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4 Conclusion
We lay the groundwork for a more complete empirical test than has previously been con-
ducted of the benefits of replacing optional attributes with subtyping in conceptual mod-
eling. Furthermore, we aim to contribute to future research by providing an analysis of
all the possible ways that optionality can lead to a loss of information about laws. Future
researchers in this area can then choose specific subsets of these types in their empirical
tests of other ontological principles having to do with lawful relations among elements of a
modeling domain.
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Appendix: Lists of Laws
To produce our list of types of law, we begin by dividing the possible cases into three
types: laws relating intrinsic properties, laws relating mutual properties, and laws relating
an intrinsic property to a mutual property. Next, we note that there are two basic types
of mutual property: relations and relation attributes. Finally, given the combinations of
types of elements that might be lawfully related, we look for variations on the number of
classes involved—e.g., a law holding between two intrinsic properties might involve one class
(if the two properties are both properties of the members of the same class) or two classes
(otherwise). In cases where a law connects two different types of element, and where the law
is asymmetric (“X is necessary [but not sufficient] for Y”), there is an additional variation
to be added, depending on which type of element is necessary for which.
Laws of the Form “X Is Necessary for Y”
1. Intrinsic property – intrinsic property
(a) same class
(b) different classes
2. Mutual property – mutual property
(a) relation – relation
i. two recursive relations
ii. recursive relation – non-recursive relation
A. Recursive necessary for non-recursive
B. Non-recursive necessary for recursive
iii. two non-recursive relations
A. two classes in common
B. one class in common
(b) relation – relation attribute
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i. two recursive relations
• relation (R) necessary for relation attribute (RA)
• RA necessary for R
ii. non-recursive relation – attribute of recursive relation
• R necessary for RA
• RA necessary for R
iii. recursive relation – attribute of non-recursive relation
• R necessary for RA
• RA necessary for R
iv. two non-recursive relations
A. two classes in common
• R necessary for RA
• RA necessary for R
B. one class in common
• R necessary for RA
• RA necessary for R
(c) relation attribute – relation attribute
i. same relation
A. recursive
B. non-recursive
ii. different relations
A. two recursive relations
B. recursive relation – non-recursive relation
• Recursive necessary for non-recursive
• Non-recursive necessary for recursive
C. two non-recursive relations
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• two classes in common
• one class in common
3. Mutual property – intrinsic property
(a) intrinsic property – recursive relation
• R necessary for property (P)
• P necessary for R
(b) intrinsic property – non-recursive relation
• R necessary for P
• P necessary for R
(c) intrinsic property – attribute of recursive relation
• P necessary for RA
• RA necessary for P
(d) intrinsic property – attribute of non-recursive relation
• P necessary for RA
• RA necessary for P
Total: 32 types.
Laws of the Form “X Is Necessary and Sufficient for Y”
1. Intrinsic property – intrinsic property
(a) same class
(b) different classes
2. Mutual property – mutual property
(a) relation – relation
i. two recursive relations
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ii. recursive relation – non-recursive relation
iii. two non-recursive relations
A. two classes in common
B. one class in common
(b) relation – relation attribute
i. two recursive relations
ii. non-recursive relation – attribute of recursive relation
iii. recursive relation – attribute of non-recursive relation
iv. two non-recursive relations
A. two classes in common
B. one class in common
(c) relation attribute – relation attribute
i. same relation
A. recursive
B. non-recursive
ii. different relations
A. two recursive relations
B. recursive relation – non-recursive relation
C. two non-recursive relations
• two classes in common
• one class in common
3. Mutual property – intrinsic property
(a) intrinsic property – recursive relation
(b) intrinsic property – non-recursive relation
(c) intrinsic property – attribute of recursive relation
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(d) intrinsic property – attribute of non-recursive relation
Total: 21 types.
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